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Culturally Responsive Participation Protocols 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Pick-a-Stick 
To show what we know, only the student whose stick is picked shares his/her thoughts with the 
class.  All of us are ready to share, and we use turn-taking. 
 
 

Roll ‘Em 
To show what we know, only the student who is sitting in the rolled seat and table shares 
thoughts with the class. All of us are ready to share and use turn-taking. 
 
 

Give a Shout Out 
To show what we know, all of us answer aloud. Sometimes we have the same answers, and 
sometimes our answers are different.  We shout out our answers no more than 3 times, if 
necessary. 
 

Call and Response 
To show we are ready for the next activity or directions, we provide the appropriate response to 
our teacher’s call for our attention. Our hands are free, eyes on the teacher, and our voices are off. 
 
 

Raise a Righteous Hand 
To volunteer for something, we raise our hands silently. Not all of us may be able to volunteer 
the requested information or have a question, so only some of us will raise our hands to share. 
 
 

Whip Around 
To show what we know, we each take a turn sharing our very quick thoughts. All of us are ready 
and share our ideas aloud, and we use turn-taking. 
 
 

My Turn, Your Turn 
We listen when it is someone else’s turn. When it is passed off to us, we can ask questions or 
take our turn with a discussion protocol. 
 
 

Moment of Silence 
The room is completely silent because we are showing reciprocity to our classmates by providing 
them with the silence they need to concentrate. 
 

 



 

Culturally Responsive Discussion Protocols 
 
 
 
 
 

Numbered Heads Together    
My team discusses a problem together and agrees on an answer through consensus. The student 
sitting in the rolled numbered seat answers for the group. 
 
 
 

Give One, Get One    
I use order to walk around the room and find a partner to discuss our learning. When we are 
finished listening and sharing, we return immediately to our seats and I am ready to share what I 
heard from my partner. 
 
 
 

Put Your Two Cents In    
In groups of four, we each take turns talking by putting one cent in the center of the table and 
sharing.  Once everyone has shared, we then put one more cent in and respond to what someone 
else in our group has shared.  
 
 
 

Round Robin Brainstorming   
At our table group, we each take turns sharing our thoughts about our learning while the assigned 
Scribe takes notes about our ideas. When we are finished, we are all ready to share with the class 
what we discussed. 
 
 
 

Jigsaw 
In groups of four each of us are assigned material to learn.  Then, students across the class 
focusing on the same material get together to decide what is important and how to teach it.  After 
practicing, in our “expert” groups we return to our original group to teach each other. 
 
 
 

Think-Pair-Share 
I think about my learning first. Then, I listen and share my thoughts with my seat partner. Finally, 
some of my classmates and I are asked to share what we heard with the whole class. 





ASIA	  



AFRICA	  	  



ANTARCTICA  





NORTH	  	  AMERICA	  	  



SOUTH	  	  	  AMERICA	  





The	  following	  text	  appears	  exactly	  as	  it	  did	  on	  YouTube	  video.	  
	  	  

Sam’s	  Story	  –	  A	  Sense	  of	  Belonging	  
	  

My	  name	  is	  Sam	  Put	  and	  I’m	  originally	  from	  Cambodia.	  	  I	  came	  here	  
when	  I	  as	  nine	  years	  old	  as	  a	  refugee.	  	  How	  it	  works	  is,	  in	  the	  camp	  to	  
be	  chosen	  by	  the	  United	  NaIons	  is	  like	  a	  loJery.	  	  All	  we	  can	  do	  is	  just	  
write	  our	  name	  on	  a	  piece	  of	  paper	  to	  say	  that	  we	  want	  to	  leave	  the	  
camp.	  	  Its	  real	  hard	  cause	  we	  don’t	  know	  when	  we’re	  going	  to	  be	  
chosen	  or	  what’s	  going	  on.	  	  We	  were	  such	  a	  large	  family.	  	  Including	  my	  
Mum	  and	  Dad	  there	  were	  eight	  of	  us.	  	  I	  found	  out	  that	  my	  parents	  had	  
decided	  to	  put	  me	  and	  my	  brother	  as	  a	  separate	  family.	  	  When	  my	  
name	  and	  brother’s	  name	  got	  called	  out	  with	  the	  other	  people,	  we	  just	  
got	  taken	  away.	  
	  	  
When	  we	  landed,	  we	  land	  in	  the	  Mangere	  camp	  in	  Auckland	  and	  we	  
were	  based	  there	  for	  at	  least	  six	  months	  we	  learnt	  English,	  the	  
lifestyles,	  and	  even	  the	  food.	  	  I’d	  never	  seen	  that	  much	  food	  before.	  	  To	  
be	  honest	  with	  you!	  	  To	  be	  without	  my	  parents	  was	  the	  hardest	  thing	  a	  
child	  has	  to	  deal	  with.	  	  What	  I	  felt	  was	  loneliness.	  	  The	  day	  that	  Internal	  
Affairs	  said	  they	  wee	  coming,	  I	  was	  crying,	  my	  brother	  was	  crying.	  	  To	  
meet	  them	  and	  see	  my	  brother	  and	  sister	  again	  was	  the	  happiest	  day	  of	  
m	  life.	  	  When	  I	  first	  came	  to	  New	  Zealand,	  I	  didn’t	  know	  a	  word	  of	  
English.	  	  School	  was	  always	  a	  barrier.	  	  The	  turning	  points	  in	  my	  life	  
were;	  TerIary	  study	  remaining	  in	  sport-‐	  soccer.	  	  It’s	  all	  I	  ever	  did	  at	  
school	  because	  it’s	  the	  only	  thing	  I	  knew,	  to	  kick	  the	  ball	  around.	  
	  	  
Through	  that	  I	  was	  able	  to	  be	  confident	  in	  dealing	  with	  how	  things	  
work.	  	  Like	  in	  soccer,	  if	  I	  make	  that	  run	  and	  get	  the	  ball,	  I	  was	  able	  to	  
score.	  	  It	  helped	  me	  relate	  to	  things	  and	  use	  sort	  as	  a	  way	  to	  relate	  to	  
life,	  what	  I	  can	  get	  and	  what	  I	  learned	  from	  it.	  	  It	  was	  from	  sport	  that	  I	  
was	  able	  to	  let	  go	  of	  the	  past,	  to	  say:	  	  “Look	  Sam,	  you’re	  no	  longer	  a	  
refugee.	  	  You’ve	  got	  something	  to	  offer	  to	  the	  people	  around	  you.	  





Character Traits	   Text Evidence	  

Name:	  
	  

Character	  Traits	  and	  Evidence	  Chart	  



Coles,	  Robert.	  The	  Story	  of	  Ruby	  Bridges.	  Illustrated	  by	  George	  Ford.	  
New	  York:	  Scholas=c,	  1995.	  (1995)	  	  

	  	  
Ruby	  Bridges	  was	  born	  in	  a	  small	  cabin	  near	  Tylertown,	  Mississippi.	  
	  
“We	  were	  very	  poor,	  very,	  very	  poor,”	  Ruby	  said.	  “My	  daddy	  worked	  picking	  crops.	  
We	  just	  barely	  got	  by.	  
	  	  
There	  were	  Ames	  when	  we	  didn’t	  have	  much	  to	  eat.	  The	  people	  who	  owned	  the	  land	  
were	  bringing	  in	  machines	  to	  pick	  the	  crops,	  so	  my	  daddy	  lost	  his	  job,	  and	  that’s	  
when	  we	  had	  to	  move.	  	  
	  
“I	  remember	  us	  leaving.	  I	  was	  four,	  I	  think.”	  	  
	  
In	  1957,	  the	  family	  moved	  to	  New	  Orleans.	  Ruby’s	  father	  became	  a	  janitor.	  Her	  
mother	  took	  care	  of	  the	  children	  during	  the	  day.	  AMer	  they	  were	  tucked	  in	  bed,	  
Ruby’s	  mother	  went	  to	  work	  scrubbing	  floors	  in	  a	  bank.	  	  
	  
Every	  Sunday,	  the	  family	  went	  to	  church.	  	  
	  
“We	  wanted	  our	  children	  to	  be	  near	  God’s	  spirit,”	  Ruby’s	  mother	  said.	  “We	  wanted	  
them	  to	  start	  feeling	  close	  to	  Him	  from	  the	  start.”	  	  
	  
At	  that	  Ame,	  black	  children	  and	  white	  children	  went	  to	  separate	  schools	  in	  New	  
Orleans.	  The	  black	  children	  were	  not	  able	  to	  receive	  the	  same	  educaAon	  as	  the	  white	  
children.	  It	  wasn’t	  fair.	  And	  it	  was	  against	  the	  naAon’s	  law.	  	  
	  
In	  1960,	  a	  judge	  ordered	  four	  black	  girls	  to	  go	  to	  two	  white	  elementary	  schools.	  Three	  
of	  the	  girls	  were	  sent	  to	  Mc-‐	  Donogh	  19.	  Six-‐year-‐old	  Ruby	  Bridges	  was	  sent	  to	  first	  
grade	  in	  the	  William	  Frantz	  Elementary	  School.	  	  
	  
Ruby’s	  parents	  were	  proud	  that	  their	  daughter	  had	  been	  chosen	  to	  take	  part	  in	  an	  
important	  event	  in	  American	  his-‐	  tory.	  They	  went	  to	  church.	  	  
	  



	  
“We	  sat	  there	  and	  prayed	  to	  God,”	  Ruby’s	  mother	  said,	  “that	  we’d	  all	  be	  strong	  and	  
we’d	  have	  courage	  and	  we’d	  get	  through	  any	  trouble;	  and	  Ruby	  would	  be	  a	  good	  girl	  
and	  she’d	  hold	  her	  head	  up	  high	  and	  be	  a	  credit	  to	  her	  own	  people	  and	  a	  credit	  to	  all	  
the	  American	  people.	  We	  prayed	  long	  and	  we	  prayed	  hard.”	  	  
	  
On	  Ruby’s	  first	  day,	  a	  large	  crowd	  of	  angry	  white	  people	  gathered	  outside	  the	  Frantz	  
Elementary	  School.	  The	  people	  carried	  signs	  that	  said	  they	  didn’t	  want	  black	  children	  
in	  a	  white	  school.	  People	  called	  Ruby	  names;	  some	  wanted	  to	  hurt	  her.	  The	  city	  and	  
state	  police	  did	  not	  help	  Ruby.	  	  
	  
The	  President	  of	  the	  United	  States	  ordered	  federal	  marshals	  to	  walk	  with	  Ruby	  into	  
the	  school	  building.	  The	  marshals	  carried	  guns.	  	  
Every	  day,	  for	  weeks	  that	  turned	  into	  months,	  Ruby	  experienced	  that	  kind	  of	  school	  
day.	  	  
	  
She	  walked	  to	  the	  Frantz	  School	  surrounded	  by	  marshals.	  Wearing	  a	  clean	  dress	  and	  
a	  bow	  in	  her	  hair	  and	  carry-‐	  ing	  her	  lunch	  pail,	  Ruby	  walked	  slowly	  for	  the	  first	  few	  
blocks.	  As	  Ruby	  approached	  the	  school,	  she	  saw	  a	  crowd	  of	  people	  marching	  up	  and	  
down	  the	  street.	  Men	  and	  women	  and	  children	  shouted	  at	  her.	  They	  pushed	  toward	  
her.	  The	  marshals	  kept	  them	  from	  Ruby	  by	  threatening	  to	  arrest	  them.	  	  
	  
Ruby	  would	  hurry	  through	  the	  crowd	  and	  not	  say	  a	  word.	  
	  	  
From	  THE	  STORY	  OF	  RUBY	  BRIDGES	  by	  Robert	  Coles.	  Copyright	  ©	  1995	  by	  Robert	  
Coles.	  Used	  by	  permission	  of	  ScholasGc	  Inc.	  	  



 
Main Character	


 or Any character	


 	

 

2 traits to describe the character	


 	

 
 

Character’s problem in a 3-word phrase	


 	

 
 

How the character’s problem gets solved in a 4-word phrase	


Pyramid	  Poem	  	  



 

 

 

 

 

 

bubble map

Bubble Map









Family	  Memories	  Foldable	  Sample	  







Name:  _________________________    Date:  _____________________________ 

What’s in a Name? – Limerick Poem/Rap  
 
A Limerick is a five-line witty poem with a distinctive rhythm. 
The first, second and fifth lines, the longer lines, rhyme.   
The third and fourth shorter lines rhyme. (AABBA) 
 
This five line poem also follows a syllable count. 
 
 
Line 1:  7-10 syllables 
 
 
 
Line 2:  7 – 10 syllables 
 
 
 
Line 3:  5 – 7 syllables 
 
 
 
Line 4:  5 – 7 syllables 
 
 
 
Line 5:  7 – 10 syllables 
 
 
 



Personal	  Thesaurus	  –	  Academic	  Language	  Development	  







 
Student Name_____________________ Grade/Subject_________ 

Directions: Read the sentence aloud to your student. Have the student repeat the 
sentence to you. If the student repeats the sentence using Home Language (AAL) 
format, check the box and highlight which AAL linguistic features they use for the 
purposes of explicit contrastive analysis study/instruction. 
 
Standard English  Possible 

(AAL) Responses 
Linguistic Features 

(Explicit) 
√ 

1. She spent 35 cents. 35 cent Plural Marker  
2. Carol is my sister. C’ol, sista The /R/ sound  
3.  Ashanti has an umbrella. a umbrella Indefinite Article  
4. He drove himself to the 
hospital. 

hisself Reflexive Pronoun  

5.  We were in the classroom.  was Past Tense Auxiliary Verb  
6. The cat is in the tree. The cat in the tree Copula Verb  
7. I put my test on the desk tes,des Consonant Cluster  
8.  Miles swims everyday. swim Third Person Singular  
9.  It’s cold. col Consonant cluster and “L” Sound  
10.  He doesn’t have any friends. don’t, no Multiple Negation  

11. There he is go Use of “go” as copula verb  
12. My teeth hurt. f “th/f”  sound   
13. My mother is usually at home. be Habitual be – meaning customarily  
14. That’s Carla’s car. Carla  Possessive Marker  
15. I see those children. dem Demonstrative Pronoun  

16.  My mother cooked dinner last 
night. 

cook  Past Tense Marker “ed”  

17. She uses a pen to write. pin Vowel Pairs/Homophones, /i/  
18.  They are running very fast. runnin Inflectional Ending “ing” 

 
 

19.  She stayed at a hotel hotel Syllable Stress Patterns  
20.  I’m going to wash the car. I’m gonna First Person Future  
21.  I won a mill ion in the lottery. miyon The /L/ sound when it precedes the 

/w/, /j/, or /r/ sounds 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

MELD Diagnostic Tool for Identifying the Use 
of African American Linguistic (AAL) Features  



 
 
 
 

 
Student Name_____________________ Grade/Subject_________ 
 
Directions: Read the sentence aloud to your student. Have the student repeat the 
sentence to you. If the student repeats the sentence using Home Language (MxAL) 
format, check the box and highlight which MxAL linguistic features they use for the 
purposes of explicit contrastive analysis study/instruction. 

 
Standard English  Possible 

(MxAL) 
Responses 

Linguistic Features 
(Explicit) 

√ 

1.  Don’t be bad. Doont be 
baaad. 

Circumflex Intonation 
(sing-song musical intonation) 

 

2.  She has an umbrella. a Indefinite Article  
3.  Do you have a pen? pin Vowel Pairs/Homophones  
4.  We were driving down the street. was Past Tense Auxiliary Verb  
5.  Miguel wore a white hat. hwite Breath “h” Sound  
6.  He doesn’t have any friends. don’t, no Multiple Negation  
7.  My brother is going to the movies. he’s Topicalization  
8.  She runs everyday. run Third Person Singular  
9.  She doesn’t mind if you talk. don’, mine Consonant Clusters  
10.  Alex is sitting on the couch. in Prepositional Variation  
11.  Yesterday, he started selling 
newspapers. 

start Past Tense Marker 
 

 

12.  The Pharaohs were the kings of 
Egypt. 

in Prepositional Variation  

13.  Raise the flag! race “Z” Sound  
14.  The firemen saved many lives. lifes “V” Sound  
15. This game is new, it just came out.  barely Lexical Item “barely” replaces the colloquial use of 

timeliness or scarcity. 
 

16.  The apple.  Thuh Pronunciation of “the” as “thee” before a word 
that starts with a vowel 

 

 

18.  He jumps rope to get into shape. jump Third Person Singular 
 

 

19.  There’s a big tree with leaves on it. them Prepositional Variation.  
20.  He is washing his hair. …is washing 

the hair 
Pronoun Usage 

 
 

 

 

 

 

MELD Diagnostic Tool for Identifying the Use of 
Mexican American Linguistic (MxAL) Features  



Student Name_____________________ Grade/Subject_________ 

Directions: Read the sentence aloud to your student. Have the student repeat the sentence to 
you. If the student repeats the sentence using Home Language (HAL) format, check the box 
and highlight which HAL linguistic features the student used for the purposes of explicit 
contrastive analysis study/instruction. 

 
Standard English  Possible (HAL) Responses Linguistic Features 

(Explicit) 
√ 

1. That is not my dog. Dat dawg no mein  “th”  sound  

2. What happened?  Falling Intonation Interrogative  
3.  The program started on time. Pograem Consonant Cluster variation in “2 r” 

words 
 

4.  My feet are hurting.  fit Vowel Sounds  
5. The people were very excited 
about the election 

Peepo or pipo “L” sound in final Syllable is 
pronounced as “o” or “ol” 

 

6.  Drink your milk. meok When “I” precedes another 
consonant it is pronounced as “o” or 

“u.” 

 

7. Please open your dictionary. dikshanaeri Syllable Stress Patterns   
8. I want to buy a dog. Ai laik buy wan dawg. Indefinite Article, “a”  
9.  I want to buy the dog. Ai laik buy da dawg. Definite Article, “the”  
10. Dogs are loyal, not like cats. Dawg loyal, not laik kaet. Linking Variable “are” and plural 

marker “s” 
 

11.  He went over it. Hi wen ova da kine Multi-functional Word “Da Kine”   
12. Who did that?  Who wen do dat? Past Tense Marker  
13.  I used to play football. Ai yustu plei futbawl. Future Marker  
14.  The child cried. Da child wen cry. Past Tense Marker  
15. They cut down all of the trees 
that didn’t give good fruit. 

All da trees dat no give 
good kine fruit, dey cut um 

down. 

Multi-functional Word “Da Kine”  

16.  letter, car letta, cah  “r” sound after a vowel   
17.  Now you’re talking.  Now u talkin “to be” Copula Verb  
18. How are you? How u stay? Howzit? When the verb “to be” refers to a 

state or location, the word “stay” is 
used. 

 

19.  The lady is going to do a lot 
of good things for them. 

Da lady goin do plenny good 
kine stuff fo dem. 

Future Tense (going)  
 

 

20.  He never liked that.  Hi neva laik dat. Past Tense Negative, the usage of 
“neva”(never). 

 

 

MELD Diagnostic Tool for Identifying the Use of Hawaiian 
American Linguistic (HAL) Features  



 
 
Name:  ___________________________________________  Date:  ________________________________ 
 

Verbs – Past, Present, and Future   

 

Verbs  Past  Present  Future 
 

walk 
 

     

talk 
 

     

bring 
 

     

sleep 
 

     

teach 
 

     

draw 
 

     

shop 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